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Abstract—As social media features are increasingly added to e-learning, we urgently need more case studies of their use to ground practices in actual experience rather than hype. Using ethnography-based approach, we studied five continuous professional development pilot trainings where learning largely took place at workplace through wikis, blogs, forums, chats and voice conferencing. Learners valued interactivity, peer support and abundant, instant feedback offered by synchronous features. Simultaneously, however, asynchronous features were often treated as chores and overall interactive learning culture failed to emerge. Instructors, while explicitly encouraging social learning approach, implicitly reinforced teacher-centered learning, leading learners to stick to conventional learning culture. Also, training designs often failed to engender interaction. Moreover, at general level, group sizes were too big, moderation was not used efficiently, and differing skill sets of learners were not evened out. The lessons learned from these trainings offer us insight into how to design e-learning enhanced with social media and how to avoid potential pitfalls. Particularly, we discuss designing interactivity into the e-learning process.

Index Terms—E-learning, social media, workplace.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media tools and approaches, based on Web 2.0 paradigm, offer educational affordances in that they can support social interaction, e.g. sharing, collaborating and communicating [1, 2, 3]. Social tools, e.g. wikis, chats and blogs, are seen as a way of integrating social learning into e-learning in both constructivist and collaborative sense [1, 4]. As peer interaction in social context is considered to lead to effective construction of meaning and to greater learning than teacher-oriented instruction and memorization [1, 4, 5, 6], “sociability aspects” afforded by social tools are seen as having “the most potential for enhancing education” [3]. Using such tools also fits in with the current initiatives to move to more student-centered learning [6].

Consequently, social media features are increasingly used in formal education and are also making inroads to continuous professional development (CPD) in the workplace [2, 7]. Simultaneously, however, many case studies of using such tools have been less than successful (e.g. [1] and [8]). We do not know “why and under what conditions cooperative peer-based learning is effective” [5]. Much of the uncritical evangelizing of the educational potential of social software is still unsubstantiated [2] and there is a real danger of “misunderstandings, disappointments and irrelevant pedagogical practices” [9].

In effect, the whole field is in a dire need of case studies [2, 7, 10], particularly “qualitative, student-centered work” [11], to uncover the actual dynamics emerging from using social tools in e-learning and to guide adding and using them [5, 7, 10]. Moreover, different perspectives in educational and workplace-related e-learning mean that results from one cannot necessarily be directly applied to another [10, 12]. Consequently, we need case studies in the field of CPD urgently, especially since it has been studied even to a lesser degree than formal education [5, 7, 10].

Our study affords an in-depth look at the actual dynamics of what happens when social media tools and approaches are incorporated into e-learning in the workplace context. We studied five pilot trainings provided by two professional training organizations in co-operation. All trainings were planned to be largely carried out with social media tools although all also had at least two contact teaching days. The organizer and the client organizations were all major Finnish companies in their respective fields.

We studied the trainings from two viewpoints: through perceptions and experiences of learners and through those of instructors. While learner experiences are obviously essential, instructor perceptions are similarly important. Instructors determine how social media is incorporated into e-learning and the requirements instructors set explicitly (e.g. verbal and written instructions, assignments, and comments) and implicitly (e.g. by behavior or tone of voice) frame and influence learner behavior and experience.

In this article, we discuss the implications of the learner and instructor experiences, focusing on what worked, what did not, and how to instill interactive learning culture. Despite many challenges, our results largely support claims about the potential of social media tools to enhance learning. Peer interaction provided value to learners in form of ideas and suggestions, experience-based feedback and peer support. However, numerous challenges, especially concerning asynchronous tools, need to be addressed before the full potential of social media is unleashed. Benefits are not automatic, and these kinds of trainings require careful designing and maintaining.

II. BACKGROUND

Although social media tools are not new per se, the way they will be used for learning will be new in comparison
to their other use contexts [3]. We need to understand better the educational affordances of the tools and how to engender knowledge-creating process with them [5, 6]. Adding social media features is no guarantee that they are used properly—or at all—or that using them leads to learning [1, 3, 5, 9].

Furthermore, learning with social media tools and approaches is not simply a question of “an assembly of tools, software and digital strategies, but [of] a set of concepts, practices and attitudes” [3] that need to be “invented and designed” [12]. Without both learners and instructors internalizing the new approach and its practices and attitudes, all-important mindset change might fail to take place and necessary behavioral changes might not materialize [3, 12].

Instructors need to communicate the new approach to learners who may otherwise fail to see interactive, social e-learning as real learning because of it not fitting their pre-conceptions of learning [11]. Benefits of the new approach need to be explicated to manage “student expectations and behaviour in relation to activities that lack a directly assessed component” [1]. When students are given “a valid pedagogical reason for engagement,” they engage better with the learning environment [13].

In addition, as we are moving from teacher-centered instruction to learner-centered learning [6], instructors need to appreciate that their role is also changing from teaching to advising, facilitating and motivating [8, 10]. The information no longer flows from expert(s) to learners—knowledge is constructed through discussion and exploration, and instructors need to mediate and facilitate this process [8, 14].

However, as instructors still retain their evaluative powers, the exact role division is likely to continue to baffle both sides for some time to come [2]. Learners often expect instructors to participate more actively and to provide more corrective feedback than instructors feel is appropriate in the bottom-up pedagogy of social e-learning [2]. Experience leads to better facilitation [4], as striking the balance between over-participation (that stifles conversation) and under-participation (that leaves learners to question the meaningfulness of the activity) is challenging [2, 14].

Likewise, learners need to adopt a more active and participatory role [3, 10]. Learners become prosumers, i.e. both producers and consumers of content and knowledge, instead of passive consumers [1, 3]. However, as students prioritize their time by perceived benefit, anything that lacks a directly assessed component receives less attention [1, 5]. There is also the problem of lurkers or social loafers: Not everybody contributes equally, and those who contribute can be frustrated by the lack of input from others [5, 14].

Since today “education exists in a consumerist culture where altruistic acts are devalued and individual effort is rewarded” and “perceived usefulness is directly related to assessment structures” [1], we need to re-consider how to assess learners and how learning becomes visible. If interactive and participatory process is at the heart of social e-learning, then we need to assess learners based on it [1, 13].

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATA USED

Our research goal was to understand how to successfully incorporate social media tools into CPD trainings—what factors were crucial for success and what pitfalls there were and how to avoid them. As studying complex social phenomena taking place in social e-learning necessitates qualitative case study approach [7], we used an ethnography-based approach in studying five pilot trainings where formal workplace trainings previously taught through contact teaching were now largely taught through social media tools. Table 1 summarizes the trainings by type (O=open vs. T=tailored), field (R=retail vs. I=insurance/finance), social media tools used, number of learners, and instructors involved.

The pilot trainings were organized, designed and run by instructors hailing from two professional training organizations. Many instructors had multiple roles (course designers, moderators, trainers or technical facilitators). Some of the roles were intertwined. In addition to observing moderation in action (e.g. chats) and through artifacts (e.g. blog comments and assignment descriptions), we also interviewed four instructors at different points of the piloting process and received written reflections from three (Table 2). Having both interview and observation data is important to avoid the say-do problem.

In the planning phase, before the trainings actually started, we wanted to understand how instructors saw enhancing such training with social media tools—what goals they had, what benefits they expected, what problems they expected and how they prepared to solve those problems, and how these considerations affected the planning and designing of the training. Also, we asked

---

a Each learner was involved in making 1-4 wiki pages in small groups.
b One deadline but each learner had to write on three themes.
c Continuous learning diary.

d The two interviews were combined because the instructor left the training organization at this point.

---

TABLE I. PILOT TRAINING SUMMARY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of learners</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors</td>
<td>I1, I4</td>
<td>I1, I4</td>
<td>I1, I4</td>
<td>I1, I4</td>
<td>I1, I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target field</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2 mths</td>
<td>3 mths</td>
<td>15 mths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of contact days</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice conf.</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. INSTRUCTORS BY INTERVIEWS AND REFLECTIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I1</th>
<th>I2</th>
<th>I3</th>
<th>I4</th>
<th>I5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginning interview (phone interview)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midpoint interview (phone interview)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending interview (phone interview)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending reflections (written)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Each learner was involved in making 1-4 wiki pages in small groups.
b One deadline but each learner had to write on three themes.
c Continuous learning diary.
d The two interviews were combined because the instructor left the training organization at this point.
about their prior experiences of using social media tools in general and in particular for training/education. Instructors had mainly used Facebook and some had experiences of learning with social media tools (e.g. Moodle) but overall they did not have much experience beyond that of an average person. Only one instructor was technically familiar with social media tools, and he was the one responsible for building the actual learning environments (first with Ning and, later on, Elgg, in addition to B2Evolution (blogging) and DokuWiki).

During the training process we wanted to see how instructors behaved and approached various situations. Also, during and especially after trainings we wanted to hear how instructors had experienced each training, what had worked and what not in their opinion, and how they planned to develop and improve trainings in future based on their experiences.

When it comes to learners, we in fact focus on T3-T5 because in T1 and T2 learners never actually used social media tools due to technical problems (e.g. chats updating too slowly and firewalls preventing connections) in addition to a host of other problems. Consequently, T1 and T2 only serve to provide examples of pitfalls.

With learners, we used observing interactions (e.g. chats), online artifacts (e.g. blog texts) and log information (e.g. wiki history) in addition to collecting questionnaire data and interviewing learners, both individually (T4) and in groups (T5). Moreover, some forum, blog and chat topics were related to using social media tools in the training.

With learners, we likewise wanted to know what expectations and goals they had for social media enhanced trainings and how much prior experience they had with social media tools in general and with e-learning in particular. During the trainings we focused on observing how learners behaved. After the trainings, we wanted to understand what had motivated the observed behavior and how learners had experienced the training—what had worked for them and what had not, and how they would improve the trainings. We were interested in both larger contextual matters (e.g. what learning with social media tools meant in practice at workplace) and also in detailed experiences with individual tools (e.g. learner views on blogs).

We used a typical data coding approach to analyze the qualitative data. After transcribing non-text materials, we coded them by research themes that had also served as a foundation for the semi-structured interviews for learners and instructors. These themes were further coded into subcategories based on themes emerging from the material. Questionnaires also provided us with some quantitative data.

IV. LEARNER AND INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS

A. Instructor expectations and views on outcomes

Instructors expected adding social media tools to increase sociality and interaction among learners. They hoped that this would positively affect group cohesion and motivation in addition to spreading learning to periods between contact days, thus creating a continuous learning process and experience and integrating learning into the working day.

Instructors wished to move towards learner-centricity and hoped that using social tools would result in a multiplicity of views and enrichment of the learning materials. Consequently, they aimed at learners adopting interactive, conversational style and contributing also opinions and smaller observations rather than submitting finalized assignments.

Furthermore, instructors felt that learner-centricity required learners to adopt more active roles and take responsibility for their own learning, while instructors also needed to give up their authority position to make space for collective formulation of knowledge and to allow the knowledge of learners to emerge. However, simultaneously, instructors saw a danger in leaving too much up to learner initiative and felt that they needed to encourage activity to avoid turning the social media platform into “a desert of silence.” Instructors considered behavioral example and encouragement their main tools in instilling the new learning culture on learners.

When looking at the outcome, however, instructors felt that they had largely failed to replace the old, school-like learning culture with a new social one. Postings ended up “very much thought-out,” lacking conversational style and informality they had sought to increase; e.g. one instructor described forum postings as “series of traditional monologues.” Nevertheless, instructors felt that “some peer interaction took place” and grouping was improved.

However, instructors were not discouraged, as they felt that integrating social media tools to CPD trainings was a process and getting it right the first time was unlikely anyway: “I learned that in teaching I need to learn to more and more ask good questions and stay quiet instead of bringing forth my own views...” Also, instructors felt that they had to integrate the use of various tools into a more continuous whole and use more compulsiveness to generate commenting. Finally, they felt that they had to explicate the benefits and the process of the new approach more clearly.

B. How learners perceived their training

Overall, trainings were viewed in a moderately positive light. In the end-survey of T4 (n=21), the learner satisfaction (1=Very unsatisfied; 7=Very satisfied) with the training was 4.6 (STDEV 1.1). When asked if social media tools helped in learning, the result was a non-committal 4.33 (STDEV 1.8). As the STDEV indicates, views were widely dispersed. The satisfaction ratings were negatively correlated (-0.6; p<0.000) with the ratings of whether social media tools were used too much in the training (4.0; STDEV 2.0); lack of satisfaction went hand-in-hand with the perception of too much social tool use. In fact, the learners who felt that peer-sharing of experiences represented real learning saw their training positively—“It feels great to ... discuss and to share thoughts with people who work in the same field”—while those who did not, saw it as lacking: “...it should have been more professional. ...we were just sharing our own experiences. ... Although it’s fun and all, there should have been some concrete teaching, too.”

Based on interviews, T5 viewed the training more positively than T4 overall but at the same time had little liking for the social media tools that they largely felt had been “glued on top.” What they in fact liked were the contact days. Likewise, T4 expressed a strong liking for contact days at 6.3 (STDEV 0.7).
Liking for contact days is only partially explained by their much-liked content and them providing “concrete teaching.” Because learners in T4 and T5 were busy professionals, they felt that at workplace, work was ever-present, taking precedence over studying even though they had a permission to use working time for studying: “...[studying] took the last place because work matters were more important.” Consequently, learners felt that contact days allowed them to fully focus on learning: “...you were there, you did that, listened and were part of what was being done, and work didn’t bother—it was waiting but it didn’t jump on you.” Learners ended up doing social media related assignments “Friday afternoons” —when you no longer can focus” or weekends and late evenings. Also, learners felt that some information is hard to transmit unless physically in the same space.

Learning in the workplace presented also other challenges. Colleagues often dropped by to ask something, breaking concentration and, in case of synchronous tools, causing learners to lose the track of the conversation. Even if colleagues did not disturb learners directly, some found background noises in open offices disturbing. Moreover, while colleagues were usually understanding, some learners felt that they were under scrutiny: “...somebody commented that you’ve been too long on the phone [voice conference]... ‘Aren’t you working’ and that kind of comments…”

In voice conferencing, some learners were uncomfortable with others being able to hear what they said: “...[it] is related to people around me... you can’t talk too freely in that situation.” Overall, chat as silent was seen as perhaps better suiting office environment.

While T5 felt that social media tools afforded little interactivity, T4 felt that synchronous tools afforded interactivity and supported e.g. networking, peer support, and sharing of experiences. In addition they gave peer interactions more focus and involved a larger number of peers than contact day impromptu meetings with peers. The important distinction is that T5 had only one chat session while T4 had three chat sessions and two voice conferences. Synchronous tools provided interactivity while asynchronous failed in that.

C. Synchronous Tools: Chat and Voice Conferencing

The two synchronous features, chat and voice conferencing (MS Live Meeting), were used in small groups of 4-6 learners. Learners liked both features and felt that they provided social presence, were informal by tone and were close to having a face-to-face conversation, unlike the asynchronous features. Using them was likened to enhanced “corridor conversations” in that they enabled more people to participate and exchanges to have a clear focus. Also, using them was seen as more participatory and active than lecture-based learning.

In effect, synchronous tools were seen as inherently interactive—one constantly reacted and responded to what was being said, with conversation flowing from “intuitive thinking.” The interactive process provided instantaneous and plentiful feedback, experience sharing and “useful ideas.” Learners also felt that the process provided peer support and a feeling that others were dealing with similar challenges.

However, both tools presented challenges, too. Chat was seen especially by less experienced learners as too fast-paced, with the conversation moving on while one was typing one’s response, leading to conversations overlapping and making following it challenging. However, simultaneously, the few more experienced chatters felt that the conversation was “slow” and “email-like,” underlining initial skill differences among the learners. In voice conferencing, the biggest problem was turn-taking. Learners felt unsure when they could speak, which easily led to 2-3 learners dominating the conversation while others listened passively.

While many learners viewed experience-based peer feedback, peer support and sharing of ideas as the best thing about social media tools, some felt that while “fun,” it did not represent real learning. They missed “concrete teaching” and suggested that conversations—“occasionally...just chitchatting”—should have been based on e.g. readings or other materials to give them substance.

D. Asynchronous tools: Blog, Discussion forum, and Wiki

Overall, learners received the asynchronous tools lukewarmly. Learners spoke having “…a feeling that I’m at school...” and felt that they were expected to submit “a well thought-out whole... a finished article.” At best, these tools were found useful in that they forced one to slow down and reflect but were largely seen as a “chore.” Asynchronous tools were seen as non-interactive, something done “alone.”

Learners were not divided into small groups for asynchronous tools, which led to a “gray mass” of texts “flood ing” in close to the deadlines, “numbing” the learners who made few comments (non-compulsory). Some learners felt that postings also in asynchronous tools were “rather superficial” and “didn’t bring much deeper knowledge.”

Blogs. As few comments were made and the blog “assignments” had one deadline in T4, it ended up a system of submitting assignment. Learners received little feedback from peers or instructors, which discouraged them: “...I started to wonder if it actually interested anybody at all.”

In contrast, in T5, blogs were introduced as learning diaries and there was no one deadline. Now, even though learners still felt that there was not much interactivity—“it stayed a bit diary-like”—22 out of 61 postings received altogether 36 comments (1-3 per posting). About half of them were by instructors, a quarter by peer learners, and a quarter by authors responding to comments.

Interestingly, while some learners in T5 felt that “there was no function, no need for writing a blog,” some others found it the best social media feature in the training, as it made them “analyze what I have learned,” i.e. provided means for introspection on learning. In effect, the learners who intuited the self-reflective use were happy and motivated while those who did not intuit it were not.

Learners in T5 reported feeling that they wrote their diaries more carefully because of knowing that others read them and also tried to make them interesting for others, thus indicating that some level of social presence in fact was present. Also, learners felt that what was written in blogs was different from what they spoke about in face-to-face interactions. Finally, learners missed interactivity from blogs but were not motivated to make it happen, as there was no reward for it.
In discussion forums, the posting also flowed in close to deadlines, resulting in practically no commenting and desultory readings at best: “...there’s just too many messages, it numbs you and then you don’t comment anything...” Also, everybody wrote on the same topic, resulting in a very boring read. Overall, few learners commented on forums positively. One learner summed it up by stating that she “spat” her “produce” there “and that was that.” Learners felt that posting interested nobody and therefore they simply did the assignments and moved on.

Wikis. Learners invariably saw wiki as a “chore” and felt that it served no function in the training even though they did find existing online wikis (e.g. Wikipedia) very useful. Instructors presented wiki as something to try, which learners found singularly unmotivating. Learners were further unmotivated by the fact that the wiki assignment replicated the information already available in their intranet: “…I don’t know if the results are used for anything since we have better descriptions in the intranet…”

Although learners understood the idea behind a wiki, they simply got physically together (in small groups they were assigned to) and did the wikis at one or two sittings as group works—despite having difficulties to find suitable times. They felt that expanding or correcting of wiki pages was not expected of them—in fact, they felt that they were not even expected to read the contents that other small groups produced. Wiki ended up being a storage place for the group work results with no interactivity online. In fact, learners did not even see wiki as interactive per se.

V. HOW TO INSTILL INTERACTIVE LEARNING PROCESS

Synchronous tools appeared inherently interactive to learners, providing peer support, networking and sharing of experiences in addition to experience-based feedback, ideas and suggestions. Still, while synchronous tools were widely liked, not everybody saw them as providing real learning: “We shared experiences and tips…but I really didn’t get much else out of them.” Asynchronous tools, in contrast, largely failed to engender interaction and were seen as “chores” done “alone”. The only exception was blog when used as a learning diary. The learners who saw its potential for self-reflection on learning liked it while others did not.

These pilots showed that social media tools and approaches can provide value to learners, but the benefits are not automatic. The learning process does not emerge from using social tools but the tools can be used as means to social e-learning. The interactive learning process itself needs to be designed to be continuous and it needs maintaining.

Figure 1 (below) summarizes the most important elements in instilling interactive learning culture in a CPD training.

A. Level skill differences with tool training

Learners came to their training with varying skills at social media. In T1 and T2, where learners came from a retail organization, some did not even use email daily. Even in T3–T5, where learners hailed from insurance and used computers in daily work, there were also significant skill differences. While some had used social media tools for decades, some others were completely new to the tools. Making assumptions about technical skills is dangerous, as not all in T4 knew how to use Live Meeting even though it was installed on everybody’s computer as per company policy.

As trainings offered only limited tool training, learners were left to figure them out on their own: “...it was a challenge to study the tool itself before you got to the actual matter.” Learners considered building confidence at tools important to enable everybody to participate and contribute at equal footing. Also, skillfulness has been shown to increase both learning and satisfaction [14]. The importance of tool training is further underlined by the fact that even learners with IT background and initial training have had technical proficiency problems [8]. Furthermore, use culture, e.g. style of writing, also needs to be taught as some inexperienced learners were unsure about what to write and in what style.

In addition to providing tool training that brings everybody up to the scratch, timing of the training is important. In T5, wiki training took place at the beginning, and learners complained that by the time they were supposed to start writing wikis, they had forgotten it all. Tool training should take place right before using the tool so that learners immediately put into practice what they have learned.

A good approach is to use the tools the organization makes available to workers. This way learners do not need to install anything, at least some are already skilled and after training learners can continue to use the tools in work.

B. Explicate benefits to engender mindset change

Explicating the benefits of using social media tools and how to use them to gain those benefits is essential. At least some learners may fail to see such benefits as interaction with peers that engenders experience-based feedback as real learning (see also [11]). Learners want the question “What do I benefit from doing this?” answered. Providing the answer is essential to engender a mindset change that turns learners from passive consumers into active contributors [11] and to motivate learners to participate.

As it was, however, some learners were left confused about the role of the social tools and how to approach learning with such tools: “…we might have gotten a tad off the given topic [in chats] but I don’t know if that’s a good thing or a bad thing.” Learners need guidance as to how to reap the benefits from the new approach. Now learners largely felt that all they were supposed to do were the assignments. While commenting was encouraged, it was not compulsory or part of the assessment. Also, learners, while aware that reading the posting of others would be good, felt that it was not encouraged. In T5 learners even felt that they were not expected to read, correct or expand the wikis of others.

This approach appears to have been implicitly encouraged by instructors (see also [2]): “…I wish them to do things and doing is always visible.” Instructors used the old model for evaluating learners, leaving learners scant motivation to interact in asynchronous tools. If consumption is not valued, there is no motivation to read the postings, and if postings are not read, there will be no comments. In social media, learners become prosumers [3] and instructors need to understand the implications of this.
Consequently, tying desired behavior to assessment is necessary for both mindset change and showing learners how to gain the promised benefits: Assessing should be based on what engenders learning, guiding learners to engage in interactive learning process (See also [5]). Explicating benefits but not valuing them in assessing will not work.

C. Design for continuous interaction and maintain it

Based on earlier research [1, 3, 5] and experiences from these pilots, trainings need to be designed as synergetic wholes where interactivity is maintained throughout the learning process. With synchronous tools that inherently promote interactivity, the challenge is to integrate them to the whole, to create “a coherent package.” In contrast, asynchronous tools are the ones that need to maintain a continuous learning process throughout the training. Moreover, learners wished that using asynchronous tools would have been more interactive instead of them doing “assignments” “alone.” Interactivity was seen as having potential to provide feedback that learners now felt was missing.

Consequently, instead of big deadlines that only result in postings “flooding” in close to deadlines and turning the learning space into a “gray mass” of text that discourages learners from reading or commenting, asynchronous tools should employ smaller deadlines spread across the training and reasonable compulsoriness for reading and responding to postings to induce interactivity. If activity is not continuous, learners need to break inertia repeatedly: “When you go there rarely, the threshold of starting is always as high.”

Figure 1. Facilitating the emergence of interactive learning culture: elements of success
Moreover, compulsoriness and deadlines need to be enforced—learners wished to know that what they do matters and that sub-bar contributions are not acceptable. Learners were aware of their activity being up to them on the last hand but still hoped instructors to provide “encouragement and prompting.” Signs and signals of oversight are important in this: “...tell us right from the scratch that we will be watching how you are doing there.” Learners felt that moderation was “vague” while they wanted to have clear rules: “...clear dates and if I haven’t written by then, something to prompt, some kind of sanction or maybe carrot to start it up.” Learners also stated that enriched compulsory good contributions is important to provide examples of what is expected. Also, learners do expect expert feedback from instructors.

In using compulsoriness, reasonableness is the key (see also [1, 14]): If workload is too large, learners are discouraged: “...too many messages, it numbs you and then you don’t comment anything,” and if the workload is too light, then “a critical mass” of postings and comments will not be reached for interactivity, and “it simply dies.”

Group size is an important consideration here. Different tools may require different small group sizes, e.g. learners suggested 3–4 for chats and ref. [14] posited 6–9 as suitable for blogging. In these pilots, too large group sizes in synchronous tools resulted in some learners having difficulties in participating, while in asynchronous tools not dividing learners to groups resulted in unreasonable amount of work. Small group sizes are also necessary to help everybody participate: “...if the group is too large, people feel too shy or don’t dare to participate or don’t have time to talk...” If more than one tool is used, it may be necessary to rearrange groups—or combine them, as e.g. two 4-learner chat groups would conveniently make one 8-learner group.

D. Other motivational factors

In these pilots, instructors unintentionally ended up undermining learner motivation, something that better designing and example-setting could have avoided. In T5, learners perceived wiki as something they were to try for the sake of trying. Learners were demotivated, as their motivation depends on thing having a function: “Well, the first thing is to consider the function, purpose, reason why... that we are just testing is not very motivating.” Furthermore, learners perceived the wiki assignment as duplicating information available in their intranet, a case of bad designing that led to reducing learner motivation.

Likewise, in T4, when learners received no feedback on their blog assignments, they felt that “it all stayed hanging in the air” while they could “have refined them and turned the material into something that would have stayed as ... instructional material.” Producing something that has no clear or further purpose was clearly frustrating to learners. At the very least, learners need to get feedback on their work to see it as worthwhile. Finally, instructors need to set good example. In T5, learners felt that the instructors’ blog was inactive and consequently set a bad example.

VI. Conclusions

Our results add to the growing body of evidence that while social media tools can be used in e-learning and they can bring value to CPD trainings, the process does not emerge automatically from adding the tools—tools are not inherently collaborative [5]—but needs to be designed and maintained.

Instilling interactive learning culture depends on a mindset change [12] and rests on learner motivation. For mindset change to take place, learners need to understand the value and the benefits that social e-learning can offer in addition to seeing how to gain those benefits. Motivating learners also requires the training to constitute a synergistic whole where each part clearly contributes to the whole. As asynchronous tools need to maintain the learning process between synchronous-tool sessions and contact teaching days, assignments need to be divided into smaller deliverables and reasonable compulsoriness appears necessary to maintain interactivity around the deliverables to provide a constant flow of feedback. As with synchronous tools, moderation also plays a significant role in asynchronous tools. Instructors need to maintain activity and promote high-quality contributions. Furthermore, assignments need to make sense to learners, and ideally the results should have uses beyond the immediate learning goals to motivate busy workplace learners.

Regrettably, our results also show that the early research findings have not filtered over to practitioners, training designers and instructors, as many mistakes are being repeated (see also [9]). We encourage reaching out to the practitioner community and attending their conferences and events to disseminate the results of the ongoing research effort. Lest we do, “misunderstandings, disappointments and irrelevant pedagogical practices” [9] continue to plague the field.
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